Introduction
============

Social behavior is a broad descriptive that can encompass behavioral interactions among individuals in multiple contexts, be they shoaling/flocking, aggression, maternal care, mate preference, or sexual behaviors. Often certain behaviors may be common across different social interaction categories, but can serve a very different function depending on the context. Further, the interplay between the expression of social behaviors and underlying brain gene expression patterns can also vary by context. The mechanisms underlying social behaviors are complex, and studies often sample genes from multiple pathways in order to get a more complete picture of the molecular correlates of social behavior (Toth et al., [@B59]; Filby et al., [@B19]). Recent technological advances such as microarrays and other comparative genomic approaches have provided tremendous breakthroughs in understanding the genomics underlying social behavior (Robinson et al., [@B50]; Aubin-Horth and Renn, [@B3]; Filby et al., [@B19]; Wong and Hofmann, [@B64]; O'Connell and Hofmann, [@B41]). For example, exposure to social information causes changes in gene expression and behavioral modulation in several systems (Hunt et al., [@B29]; Renn et al., [@B48]; Ellis and Carney, [@B15]; Mukai et al., [@B40]), including mate preference behavior in swordtail fishes (Cummings et al., [@B11]).

The northern swordtail (*Xiphophorus nigrensis*) is a classic taxa for sexual selection studies, and female swordtails exhibit strong, predictable mating preferences toward larger, ornamented, courting males over smaller size class males with force copulation mating strategies (Ryan and Causey, [@B51]; Ryan and Rosenthal, [@B53]). In an earlier microarray experiment, female swordtails were exposed to different social stimuli (paired males, females) and then sacrificed for a whole brain neurogenomics study that identified suites of genes associated with female mate choice (Cummings et al., [@B11]). Further analyses with a subset of these genes identified significant relationships between whole brain (Cummings et al., [@B11]; Lynch et al., [@B31]) and localized (Wong et al., in review) expression patterns with individual variation in female preference behaviors.

However, female mate preference is a subset of the more general category of sociality, and it is unclear how precopulatory preference-associated genes might relate to other emerging pathways in behavioral genomics. Mate choice consists of being around other individuals (sociality/affiliation), displaying a preference for a particular individual(s), and exhibiting sexual behavior toward a preferred individual. In the current study, we sample behaviors and genes associated with three realms of social behavior (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) to investigate how female mate preference is related to more general female sexual and social spheres, and test whether these genes--behavior relationships are general or context-specific. Swordtail females are a social species with strong female mate preference, yet female preference is not dependent on reproductive status (Ramsey et al., [@B46]) and females do not exhibit post-copulatory pair bonding. Therefore we predict (1) distinct behavioral and genetic patterns under mate preference conditions than under general social context, and (2) distinct female preference-associated gene patterns from those traditionally associated with social affiliation and (post-copulatory) partner preference (e.g., *vasotocin*, *oxytocin*).

![**Female social behaviors, brain gene expression, and the subcategories of mate preference and reproduction/sexual behaviors**. Venn diagram depiction of the relationships between general female sociality and the subcategories of mate preference and reproduction. We categorize the primary sphere for each of our genes, but some genes (i.e., *tyrosine hydroxylase*, *brain* *aromatase*) may be listed more than once if they are clearly linked to multiple behavioral categories. Representative citations for category assignment (broad social/affiliative vs. reproduction/sexual behavior or mate preference) are included for reference: ^1^Adkins-Regan ([@B1]), ^2^Becker et al. ([@B5]), ^3^Biswas et al. ([@B7]), ^4^Cummings et al. ([@B11]), ^5^Cummings, unpublished data, ^6^Donaldson and Young ([@B14]), ^7^Etgen et al. ([@B16]), ^8^Everitt et al. ([@B18]), ^9^Forlano et al. ([@B22]), ^10^Forlano and Bass ([@B21]), ^11^Goodson and Bass ([@B25]), ^12^Lynch et al. ([@B31]), ^13^Meston et al. ([@B37]), ^14^Riters et al. ([@B49]), ^15^Thompson and Walton ([@B58]), ^16^Young and Wang ([@B67]). See Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for gene nomenclature.](fnins-06-00062-g001){#F1}

Social behavior is multi-faceted and rarely the product of a single behavioral expression. Rather, social behavior is usually expressed as a suite of displays with components that may vary not only by context but also in their independent expression. For instance, mate choice assays often use association bias as a behavioral measure of preference (e.g., Ryan and Wagner, [@B52]; Basolo, [@B4]; Morris et al., [@B39]). However, an association bias observed in one context (e.g., with stimulus males) may represent a different response than an association bias observed in another social context (e.g., with stimulus females), and examining other behavioral displays during these association times can help distinguish between social contexts at a behavioral level. Therefore, in order to characterize social behaviors more accurately, we need to quantify the suite of behavioral responses present in different contexts so that we can accurately phenotype social behaviors and examine how they vary by social contexts. To this end, we exposed females to four distinct social pairings that represent varying levels of mate choice complexity \[two large males (LL), a large and small male (LS), two small males (SS)\] or a social control \[two females (FF)\] and measured eight behaviors. Of these behaviors, four were preference metrics that measured biased behaviors toward a favored stimulus, three were putative affiliative metrics measuring social/sexual interest regardless of target, and one assessed overall activity.

We then sampled 11 genes from these three aspects of female social behavior: preference, sociality/affiliation, and receptivity/sexual behavior (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and compared brain expression patterns in relation to differential social exposure. We selected these particular genes because they fit one of two criteria: (1) previous association with preference behavior in *X. nigrensis* females \[*neuroserpin* (*serpin1*), *neuroligin-3* (*nlgn3*), *NMDAR* (*N-methyl d-aspartate receptor*; *grin1*), *tPA* (*plat*), *stathmin-2* (*stmn2*, *scg10*), *β-1 adrenergic receptor* (*Adrb1*)\], or (2) functional association with social or sexual behavior in other taxa \[*vasotocin* (*AVT*), *isotocin* (*IT*), *brain aromatase* (*Cyp191b*), *α-1 adrenergic receptor* (*Adra1b*), *tyrosine hydroxylase* (*TH*)\]. Our different social treatments allowed us to contrast the gene expression profiles of non-sexual affiliation (female-only environments) with precopulatory mate preference (large male environments), as well as determine which gene suites covary with our different behavioral measures (e.g., general association behaviors vs. mate preference behaviors).

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Behavior
--------

*Xiphophorus nigrensis* females were either wild-caught at the Naciemento de Rio Choy in the state of San Luis Potosi, Mexico or obtained from semi-wild populations held at the Brackenridge Field Laboratories (University of Texas). Once brought into the lab, females were kept isolated from males for at least 2 weeks before behavior trial to ensure motivation.

Behavior trials were conducted as described in Cummings et al. ([@B11]) with slight modifications. Briefly, behavior trials consisted of a non-contact dichotomous choice trial wherein females were isolated in a center tank region with visual exposure to stimuli on either end of the tank (see Cummings et al., [@B11]; Ramsey et al., [@B46]). Immediately before behavioral testing, we measured circulating estradiol levels via a waterborne assay previously validated for this species (Ramsey et al., [@B46]; see below). Females were exposed to one of five testing conditions (total *n* = 37): LS (large male--small male; *n* = 8), SS (small male--small male; *n* = 7), LL (large male--large male; *n* = 7), FF (female--female; *n* = 10), and home tank (HT control; *n* = 5). In the LL group, one male was placed behind a UV pass barrier and the other behind a UV block barrier. The contrasting UV pass and UV block barriers were intended to provide a potential visual preference between the two large-class male stimuli (Cummings et al., [@B13]). Large male sizes ranged from 32.6 to 37.1 mm SL (standard length), and small male sizes ranged from 20.7 to 25.7 mm SL. For size-matched stimuli (SS, LL, FF), paired individuals differed no more than 1.2 mm in SL, and for the size-contrast group (LS), the average size difference between the large and small stimulus males was 14.8 mm. Females were allowed to acclimate to the testing tank for 5 min while shielded from visual contact with the stimuli by a PVC cylinder. Females were then released from the cylinder and allowed to swim freely in the center tank region for one more minute before the trial began. Trials lasted 30 min, and midway through the trial the stimuli were switched to avoid side bias (for the LL group, the UV pass/UV block barriers were switched rather than the males). Females were sacrificed immediately after the trial for total RNA extraction from the whole brain. HT females were placed back into their housing environment for 30 min prior to sacrifice. All experimental procedures were approved by IACUC (\#07110101) at the University of Texas at Austin.

We measured eight behaviors during each trial. These included four preference measures (association bias, preference score, glide bias, and up-down bias), three social/sexual affiliation measures including an overall measure of sociality (total association = proportion of total time spent in either association zone/total time of the trial), an activity-based measure of motivation (total up-down swims), and a receptivity proxy (total glides performed toward both stimuli = total glides). Finally, we also included a measure of total activity (total transits = total swims out of either association zone into the middle of the tank). In *X. nigrensis*, glides are defined as a social display behavior where the female orients toward the male, then swims away from him, turns, and then returns to the barrier, and have been shown to predict copulation events (Cummings and Mollaghan, [@B12]). Association bias is defined as the proportion of time spent in the association zone with stimulus *a*/(time with stimulus *a* + stimulus *b*), where time with stimulus *a* \> time with stimulus *b*. Preference score is a composite time + behavior score, where preference score = association bias + log \[(1 + \# glides to stimulus *a*)/total transits\]. Glide bias is defined as the number of glides performed toward stimulus *a*/(\# glides with stimulus *a* plus stimulus *b*). Up-down swims are defined as a behavior where the female orients to the barrier and makes a vertical swim either up or down at least one body length in distance, but always returning to the same relative location oriented toward the barrier. While this behavior is an artifact of experimental conditions (not observed in the wild), it has been used as a proxy for motivation of a fish to interact with the fish on the other side of the barrier in dichotomous choice condition (Cummings et al., [@B10]). Up-down bias is a proportion measure defined as the number of up-down swims toward stimulus *a*/total number of up-down swims to both stimuli. We include four different preference measures to quantify the biased performance of all commonly displayed female behaviors (time in proximity to a stimulus, glides, up-down swims) in our analysis. Each trial was scored live by an observer and taped for later review.

Hormone assays
--------------

Estradiol (E~2~) levels were measured using a non-invasive water assay previously validated for this species (Ramsey et al., [@B46]). Briefly, females were placed into a 250 ml glass beaker containing 150 ml of reservoir water (aerated, dechlorinated tapwater that is the source for all home and experimental tank waters) for 1 h. Females were then removed from the beaker and placed immediately into the behavior tank for testing. Water samples were then filtered with Whatman P5 filter paper and stored at −20°C in polypropylene bottles. Steroid hormones were extracted from water samples using C18 Solid Phase Extraction columns (Sep-Pak® Plus C18 cartridge 55--105 μm; Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA), as described in Ramsey et al. ([@B46]). The E~2~ concentration of the resulting material was measured using the Correlate-EIA 17β-estradiol Enzyme Immunoassay Kit (Assay Designs) according to the manufacturer's protocol (see Ramsey et al., [@B46] for detailed protocol). Duplicate well values were then averaged for the final E~2~ concentration/sample, which was then normalized by deriving the residuals from a linear regression of the measured E~2~ concentration by fish weight. Hormone samples were run on a 96-well EIA assay plate, and the intra-assay CV was 3.6%. There were no significant differences in female pre-testing E~2~ levels (*p* = 0.8612).

Gene cloning and qPCR analysis of whole brain gene expression
-------------------------------------------------------------

Our initial microarray experiment was conducted on whole brain tissue because our fish are quite small and therefore their brains are small -- even using whole brain tissue individuals had to be pooled to obtain enough RNA for microarray hybridization. More importantly, our initial genomics experiment utilized whole brain tissue because the neural network underlying precopulatory mate preference in this species is not known, therefore we did not have specific regions to target. The genes in the current experiment were chosen because they had already been identified as being differentially expressed during mate choice conditions at the whole brain level, and we then chose candidate genes from other key realms of female social behavior (i.e., more general social- or reproduction-associated genes) to address the broad question of how mate preference and social context might relate to other aspects of female social behaviors.

For gene cloning experiments, degenerate primers were designed using CODEHOP (COnsensus-DEgenerate Hybrid Oligonucleotide Primer)[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}, with consensus sequences derived from known fish sequences (see Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for gene nomenclature, accession numbers, primer sequences, and cloning PCR reaction parameters). Primers were designed using MacVector, and the primers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT)[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}.

For the qPCR experiment, females were sacrificed and whole brain tissue dissected and placed in RNAlater (Ambion) solution overnight at 4°C. The RNAlater solution was then removed and brain tissue stored at −80°C until processed. Total RNA extraction and qPCR measures are described in Cummings et al. ([@B11]). Briefly, total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol, and then DNAse-treated using turbo DNA-free kit (Ambion). Please see Table [A3](#TA3){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for pre-testing E2 levels. Total RNA from each individual brain was reverse-transcribed using Superscript First-Strand Synthesis for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) in a 40 μl-size reaction according to a modified manufacturer's protocol for transcribing cDNA to be used as qPCR template. cDNA synthesis was primed with both oligo-dT and random hexamers. Following the reverse transcription reaction, cDNA was purified using Amicon Ultracentrifugal filters (Millipore) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Post-centrifugation, all samples were topped off to 70 μl total volume with Nuclease-Free water (Ambion). Real-time qPCR reactions were conducted with SYBR green detection chemistry using a 7900HT real-time PCR machine (ABI) with the following reaction recipe**:** 10 μl total volume reaction containing 1 μl cDNA template, 5 μl 2× POWER SYBR Green PCR master mix (ABI), and 5 pmol primers. See Table [A2](#TA2){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for real-time primer sequences, amplicon lengths, and real-time qPCR reaction parameters. Each sample was run in triplicate. Results were first analyzed using Applied Biosystems Sequence Detection Software (SDS vs. 2.3), and gene expression levels were then normalized as in Lynch et al. ([@B31]) by deriving the residuals from a linear regression of the measured gene concentration by input cDNA concentration. Four genes (*neuroserpin*, *β-1 adrenergic receptor*, *vasotocin*, *isotocin*) had a significant interaction with treatment group in our input cDNA measures, therefore we derived residuals for these genes while including treatment as a covariate (ANCOVA). Input cDNA concentration was measured using Quanti-IT RiboGreen RNA reagent (Molecular Probes) using a modified version of the manufacturer's protocol, as in Cummings et al. ([@B11]) and Lynch et al. ([@B31]).

Statistics
----------

Cross-group behavioral comparisons were conducted with ANOVA followed by *post hoc* Tukey's tests, and included all stimulus-exposed females (*n* = 32). To keep all of the behavioral measures on a similar scale, we log-transformed total glides, total up-down swims and total transits. Five of eight behaviors (association bias, log total glides, glide bias, log total up-down swims, and up-down bias) were not normally distributed. Non-parametric Kruskal--Wallis tests yielded identical patterns to ANOVA tests for these behaviors (data not shown), therefore for consistency we report only ANOVA results in the text.

For gene expression analyses, we removed 2 outliers (1 LL-exposed female with gene values greater than ±2 SD from the mean in 8 of the 11 genes, and 1 FF-exposed female with gene values greater than ±2 SD from the mean in 9 of 11 genes) for a final total consisting of 8 LS-, 7 SS-, 6 LL-, 9 FF-, and 5 HT-exposed females (a no-behavior group also removed for the MDA analyses). The behavior and gene multivariate analyses were run on this reduced data set. Multivariate analyses were conducted using multiple discriminant analysis (MDA; Watson, [@B60]; McLachlan, [@B36]). Sometimes also referred to as discriminant factor analysis (DFA) or canonical discriminant analysis (CDA), MDA is a dimension reduction technique with some similarities to principal components analysis (PCA), but in MDA the axes are created to sequentially maximize the capture of variation between predefined groups rather than total variance explained across all samples. MDA is used primarily to classify patterns in multidimensional data.

Multiple discriminant analyses were run separately for the eight behavior measures recorded during each trial (behavior MDA) and then on the normalized residual gene values (*n* = 11 genes; gene MDA) derived as described above, with social exposure category (LL, LS, SS, or FF) as the classification variable for both analyses. We do not include the HT group in the gene MDA so that we can more readily compare the behavior MDA and gene MDA results. However, a gene MDA with HT group included also differentiated by treatment group (Wilks' MANOVA *F* = 4.25, *p* = 5.94E−06). All multivariate statistics were carried out using R software: MASS package (lda, lda.predict) for the MDA score generation and class prediction analyses, and the candisc package for graphical assessment of group centroid (multivariate least squares means) and gene loading patterns (i.e., variable vectors). Treatment differences for MDA scores were first assessed with a MANOVA (Wilks) on the overall MDA model scores. We then utilized ANOVA followed by *post hoc* pairwise Tukey's tests to explore group differences within each MDA axis. We assessed the relative contributions of the input independent variables onto the MDA axes (variable loadings) using Pearson's correlations. Several input behaviors in our Behavior MDA were significantly correlated with axis scores, therefore to control for false discovery rate (FDR) in our multiple comparisons, we used a Benjamini--Hochberg corrected *p*-value in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (Benjamini et al., [@B6]).

###### 

**Input behavior loadings onto multivariate axes**.

                      Behavior 1    Behavior 2         Behavior 3                                    
  ------------------- ------------- ------------------ ------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------------
  Association bias    −**0.7241**   **6.71E**−**05**   0.3833        0.1                −0.2743      0.224
  Preference score    −0.3457       0.225              0.3492        0.129              **0.7358**   **3.96E**−**05**
  Glide bias          −0.2062       0.755              0.057         1                  **0.5353**   **6.33E**−**03**
  Up-down bias        −**0.5985**   **2.62E**−**03**   0.0223        1                  −0.2939      0.211
  Total association   0.1324        0.763              **0.4513**    **0.045**          **0.7112**   **5.83E**−**05**
  Total glides        −0.1346       0.763              −**0.6199**   **1.42E**−**03**   **0.5935**   **2.00E**−**03**
  Total up-downs      −0.1742       0.763              −0.1847       0.602              **0.5046**   **9.82E**−**03**
  Total transits      0.0128        1                  −**0.8618**   **1.05E**−**08**   0.1112       0.768

*Pearson's correlations between MDA axes and input behavior measures. Bolded values indicate significant correlations between input behavior and MDA score corrected for multiple comparison testing. \**p*-Values are Benjamini--Hochberg corrections*.

To assess whether groups more similar in behavior were more similar in gene expression patterns, multivariate behavior, and gene relationships were analyzed either through direct comparison of the input behavior and gene matrices (Mantel test; ade 4 package, canonical correlation analysis; CCA package) or with treatment group as an explicit factor in the model. For the simple input matrices comparisons, we calculated Euclidean distances between the input treatment group centroids for both behavior and gene expression measures and then used a mantel test with 1000 permutations to assess whether these two matrices were significantly correlated. Second, we employed CCA to identify axes for which the input behavior and gene expression data sets were significantly correlated, and then used Bartlett's Chi-square test to assess significance. During the CCA, we detected a statistical outlier (±2 SD from the mean for both the X and Y score generation) that was not detected during any of our other multivariate analyses. Therefore we report the CCA results with the outlier included and omitted. For the context-specific comparisons, we utilized Pearson's correlation between the behavior and gene MDA scores.

Results
=======

Preference behaviors differ across social conditions
----------------------------------------------------

We assessed preference for one stimulus individual over another via four different preference measures: preference score, association bias, glide bias, and up-down bias. Female behaviors across the four social conditions (LS, LL, SS, FF) were significantly different for three of four preference measures (ANOVA preference score, *F* = 4.25, *p* = 0.014; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A; association bias, *F* = 5.76, *p* = 0.003; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C; up-down bias, *F* = 3.00, *p* = 0.047; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E; glide bias, *F* = 1.35, *p* = 0.277). For preference score and association bias, *post hoc* Tukey's tests showed that females expressed higher preference behavior when exposed to the LS social condition than when exposed to the SS stimuli condition (preference score LS vs. SS, *p* = 0.013; association bias LS vs. SS, *p* = 0.004). Association bias and up-down bias *post hoc* Tukey's tests showed that females also expressed higher preference behaviors when exposed to the LS social condition than when exposed to the conspecific FF control stimuli (association bias LS vs. FF, *p* = 0.017; up-down bias LS vs. FF, *p* = 0.036). There was a trend for group differences in the amount of total association time spent with any stimuli (ANOVA *F* = 2.92, *p* = 0.051; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D), with females spending the least amount of total association time in the SS condition. Receptivity displays (log total glides, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}F) also differed across social conditions (ANOVA *F* = 3.598, *p* = 0.026), and *post hoc* Tukey's tests indicated females performed significantly fewer glides when exposed to the LL stimuli pairing than the LS social exposure group (*p* = 0.042). In contrast to the up-down bias measure, total up-down swims were not different across groups (log total up-downs ANOVA *F* = 1.163, *p* = 0.342). In looking at overall activity, total transits were significantly different across treatment groups (log total transits ANOVA *F* = 4.10, *p* = 0.016; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B), and females performed significantly more transits when exposed to the SS group than the FF group (*post hoc* Tukey's SS vs. FF, *p* = 0.011). We repeated the across-group ANOVAs on the reduced version of this data set used for our gene expression analysis (two females removed as outliers for a total *n* = 30; see [Materials and Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"}), and obtained identical patterns for all behaviors (data not shown). There were no relationships between pre-testing circulating E~2~ levels and any behavior either across or within treatment groups (data not shown).

![**Mate preference behaviors and locomotor activity differ by social exposure**. ANOVA results indicate significant group differences in the expression of preference score **(A)**, association bias **(C)**, and up-down bias swim behaviors **(E)**, and a trend for group differences in proportion of total association with stimuli **(D)**. Locomotor activity (log total transits) and log total glide swims were also significantly different between groups **(B,F)**. Box plots indicate first and third quartiles, the line indicates the median, and the whiskers indicate high and low values. Circles indicate outliers. LS, large male/small male exposure; LL, large male/large male exposure; SS, small male/small male exposure; and FF, female/female-exposure. Glide bias and total up-down swims not shown.](fnins-06-00062-g002){#F2}

Social exposure category predicts multivariate behavior patterns
----------------------------------------------------------------

We next tested if female behaviors differed across groups on a multivariate level. MANOVA analysis on our eight input behaviors identified significant group-wise differences in female behavior across the different social exposures (MANOVA eight input behaviors, *F* = 3.53, *p* = 9.6E−03). Female mate preference is often assessed using a single measure (association bias), so to justify the inclusion of multiple preference measures we repeated the MANOVA with association bias removed. We found significant behavioral differences between social exposure groups even when association bias was eliminated from the analysis (MANOVA seven input behaviors, *F* = 3.72, *p* = 8.36E−03).

We then analyzed all eight measured behaviors to assess (1) if multivariate behavioral patterns could successfully predict social group exposure, and (2) how these input behaviors are related in multivariate space (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). MDA using social exposure group as the categorical dependent variable revealed two primary axes (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A), Behavior 1 (accounting for 50.2% between-group variation) and Behavior 2 (capturing 31.8% between-group variation), as well as a minor third axis (Behavior 3) that represented 18% of the between variance (data not shown). Overall classification rate was 69%, but classification prediction rates varied by exposure group. LS exposure was correctly predicted 62.5%, LL 50%, SS 86%, while FF exposure was correctly assigned 78% of the time. We estimated the precision of our MDA classification rates using jackknife resampling. As with the original MDA permutation, resampling classification rates were variable by social exposure group. For the behavior MDA, our overall rate was 53%, with rates ranging from a high of 71% for SS-exposed females and a low of 17% for LL-exposed females.

![**Spatial relationship of eight behaviors (A) and 11 input gene variables (B) onto MDA Axes**. Circles represent the 95% confidence ellipses around each multivariate centroid (multivariate least squares mean for each treatment group), and the vectors represent the orientation in multidimensional space along the two primary axes Axis 1 (*x*-axis) and Axis 2 (*y*-axis) for each behavior **(A)** or gene **(B)** MDA. Vectors are scaled for the plot space, and vector length indicates the potency of each variable in terms of discriminating between groups. For each input variable, the vector points toward groups with higher mean values, and away from groups with lower mean values. Groups are plotted by color, LS = green, LL = red, SS = purple, and FF = black.](fnins-06-00062-g003){#F3}

The multivariate centroids for the four social exposure groups are plotted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, where the circles represent the 95% confidence ellipses around each centroid and the vectors indicate the direction and relative discriminating power (potency index sensu Perrault et al., [@B45]) of each behavioral measure's loading onto the two major axes. The behavior MDA axes scores differed by social exposure group (MANOVA *F* = 7.60, *p* = 2.75E−07). Treatment group scores were significantly different for both of the major axes (Behavior 1 ANOVA *F* = 11.9, *p* = 4.44E−05; Behavior 2 ANOVA *F* = 7.50, *p* = 8.97E−04). In Behavior 1, *post hoc* Tukey's tests revealed significant differences between females exposed to large males (LS and LL) from other groupings. Specifically, there were significant pairwise differences between LS vs. SS (*p* = 0.006) and FF (*p* = 0.6.25E−05) exposure groups, and LL vs. FF (*p* = 0.002) and a trend for LL vs. SS (*p* = 0.091) pairings. Within Behavior 2, *post hoc* Tukey's test indicated significant differences between females exposed to pairings that included a small male (SS) from other groupings. In the Behavior 2 axis, SS-females were distinct from the other groupings: LL (*p* = 0.004), FF (*p* = 0.001), with a trend for LS (*p* = 0.053). There was also a significant treatment difference within the minor Behavior 3 axis (ANOVA *F* = 4.25, *p* = 0.014), and this axis distinguished between females exposed to the large male groupings (LL vs. LS *p* = 0.012).

Inspection of the input behaviors onto the axes (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) indicates preference measures tended to load more heavily onto the Behavior 1 axis, and that these behaviors increased in groupings that contained a large male (LS and LL). Of the four preference measures, association bias (*r* = −0.7241, *p* = 6.71E−05) and up-down bias (*r* = −0.5985, *p* = 0.003) loaded most strongly onto the Behavior 1 axis scores. In contrast, the general sociality and activity measures loaded more heavily onto the Behavior 2 axis. Total association loaded toward groupings without a small male (LL, FF; *r* = 0.4513, *p* = 0.045) while the more active total glide and total transit measures loaded toward the small male grouping (SS; total glides *r* = −0.6200, *p* = 0.001; total transits *r* = −0.8618, *p* = 1.05E−08). There was no relationship between pre-testing E~2~ levels and behavior MDA axes scores (data not shown).

Social exposure category predicts gene expression patterns
----------------------------------------------------------

When assessed individually, gene expression did not vary by social or control HT conditions across groups (data not shown). However, MDA analysis revealed that exposure to different social conditions was reflected in the underlying gene expression structure and identified three axes. The Gene 1 and Gene 2 axes accounted for 68.4%, 25.6% of the between-class variation (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), respectively, and the minor Gene 3 axis captured 6.0% (data not shown). MDA modeling correctly predicted group assignment 64% overall, but prediction rates differed when examined by group. Modeling correctly predicted the LS 87.5%, FF 78%, and SS group exposure 57%. In contrast, LL-group exposure was correctly assigned only 33% of the time. As with the Behavior MDA jackknife test, resampling classification rates for the Gene MDA were variable across groups. For the gene MDA, our overall resampling precision was 33%, ranging from a high of 56% for FF-exposed females and a low of 14% for SS-exposed females.

As with the Behavior MDA, gene MDA axes scores were significantly different across social exposure groups (MANOVA *F* = 8.24, *p* = 8.25E−08). Treatment groups were significantly different within the two major Gene axes (Gene 1 ANOVA *F* = 19.8, *p* = 6.83E−07; Gene 2 ANOVA *F* = 7.41, *p* = 0.9.58E−04; Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). *Post hoc* Tukey's analysis on Gene 1 axis scores revealed pairwise differences between groups containing large males relative to other exposure groups (LS vs. SS *p* = 0.4.20E−06, LS vs. FF *p* = 2.00E−06, LL vs. SS *p* = 0.046, LL vs. FF *p* = 0.042), including a discrimination between large male-containing groups (LS vs. LL *p* = 0.013). Within Gene 2, *post hoc* Tukey's identified significant differences between SS-females and those exposed to groupings without a small male (SS vs. LL *p* = 0.010, SS vs. FF *p* = 7.34E−04). There were no significant treatment differences within the minor Gene 3 axis scores (ANOVA *F*-1.75, *p* = 0.182).

We assessed the relative importance of the input gene variables by analyzing the spatial orientation and discriminating potency of the 11 gene vectors (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). No single gene was significantly associated with either of the major Gene axes (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). However, the gene vector orientations do highlight two clusters of mostly mate preference- and reproduction-associated genes loading mostly onto Gene 1 axis (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Both clusters were directed away from large male-containing groups (LS, LL), with one cluster generally loading toward FF-females (*α-1 adrenergic receptor*, *neuroligin-3*, *NMDAR*, *stathmin-2*) and the other loading toward SS-females (*tPA*, *TH*, *neuroserpin*, *brain aromatase*, *β-1 adrenergic receptor*). In contrast, two genes associated with affiliative behaviors (*isotocin*, *vasotocin*) exhibited a distinct orientation onto the Gene 2 axis that was almost directly opposed to two preference-associated genes (*neuroserpin*, *β-1 adrenergic receptor*) and *brain aromatase* (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). To more directly compare the behavior and gene data sets, we did not include the HT group in our Gene MDA analysis, however inclusion of the HT group resulted in nearly identical group centroid and input gene vector positioning in multivariate space, with the HT centroid falling between the LL and FF groups along the Gene 1 axis (data not shown). There was no relationship between pre-testing circulating E~2~ levels and gene expression for any individual input gene (including *brain aromatase* *r* = 0.2376, *p* = 0.215) or gene MDA axes scores (data not shown).

###### 

**Input gene loadings onto multivariate axes**.

                              Gene 1    Gene 2   Gene 3                          
  --------------------------- --------- -------- --------- ------- ------------- ------------------
  *Neuroserpin*               0.0513    0.788    −0.1218   0.522   −0.1947       0.303
  *Neuroligin-3*              0.2574    0.17     0.1224    0.519   −0.0316       0.868
  *NMDAR*                     0.1083    0.569    0.0592    0.756   0.0756        0.691
  *tPA*                       0.3004    0.107    −0.1555   0.412   −0.3308       0.074
  *Stathmin-2*                0.2081    0.27     0.0318    0.868   −0.0373       0.845
  *β-1 Adrenergic receptor*   0.0469    0.806    −0.1984   0.293   −0.0104       0.957
  *α-1 Adrenergic receptor*   0.2115    0.262    0.2012    0.286   0.0395        0.836
  *TH*                        0.2572    0.17     −0.3097   0.096   0.002         0.992
  *Brain aromatase*           0.1568    0.408    −0.3543   0.055   −**0.6137**   **3.10E**−**04**
  *Isotocin*                  0.0681    0.721    0.2984    0.109   0.0045        0.981
  *Vasotocin*                 −0.1011   0.595    0.4194    0.021   0.0387        0.839

*Pearson's correlation between MDA axes and input gene values (residuals). Bolded values indicate significant correlations between input gene expression and MDA score corrected for multiple comparison testing*.

Context-specific preference behavior and gene expression patterns are correlated in multivariate space
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initial examinations of individual input behaviors and gene MDA scores produced significant correlations wherein two of the four preference measures were correlated with Gene 1 (Association bias, *r* = −0.3804; *p* = 0.038; Preference Score *r* = −0.3622, *p* = 0.049; Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), and the overall activity measure was associated with Gene 2 (*r* = −0.4385, *p* = 0.015, Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). However, no relationships between individual behaviors and the two major Gene MDA axes were significant following multiple test corrections.

###### 

**Pearson's correlations between individual input behaviors and Gene MDA axes**.

                      Gene 1    Gene 2   Gene 3                         
  ------------------- --------- -------- --------- ------- ------------ -----------
  Association bias    −0.3804   0.038    0.2369    0.207   −0.1321      0.487
  Preference score    −0.3622   0.049    0.1918    0.310   0.2370       0.207
  Glide bias          −0.1101   0.562    0.0369    0.847   **0.5306**   **0.003**
  Up-down bias        −0.3406   0.066    −0.2752   0.141   0.0917       0.630
  Total association   −0.1200   0.528    0.2631    0.160   0.2163       0.251
  Total glides        −0.2586   0.167    −0.3400   0.066   0.3921       0.032
  Total up-downs      −0.2579   0.169    −0.3328   0.072   0.2381       0.205
  Total transits      0.0254    0.894    −0.4385   0.015   0.0787       0.679

*Bolded values indicate significant correlations between input behavior and MDA score corrected for multiple comparison testing*.

However, the components of both social behaviors and gene expression are multi-faceted, therefore we next utilized multivariate approaches to assess the relationship between behavior and gene expression. We first tested the input data sets without considering social context. A Mantel test comparing the Euclidean distance matrices for behavior and gene data sets found no significant group-level relationships (matrix correlation *r* = 0.4618, *p* = 0.294), indicating that the input matrices are not correlated when treatment is not factored in the analysis. Next, a global canonical correlation analysis (CCA) between the behavioral and gene expression data sets produced a first canonical root that captured significant relationships between the two data sets (*r* = 0.9837, *p* = 0.007), however this relationship did not hold following removal of a statistical outlier (*r* = 0.9172, *p* = 0.800).

We next retained social exposure as an explicit factor in our modeling by directly comparing the behavior and gene MDA's. Looking at the scores by axis, Behavior 1 and Gene 1 (*r* = 0.4811, *p* = 0.007; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A), and Behavior 2 and Gene 2 (*r* = 0.4909, *p* = 0.006; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) were positively correlated, while the minor Behavior 3 and Gene 3 axes were negatively correlated (*r* = −0.5140, *p* = 0.004).

![**Context-specific correlations for behavior vs. gene MDA scores**. Behavior 1 and Gene 1 Pearson's correlation **(A)**. Behavior 2 and Gene 2 Pearson's correlation **(B)**. For both panels, behavior MDA scores are depicted on the *x*-axis and gene MDA scores on the *y*-axis. MDA score generation explicitly accounts for treatment group, and so although group membership is denoted by symbol (see panel legends), the correlations are calculated including all MDA scores for each axis. Only the correlations between the two main axes are shown.](fnins-06-00062-g004){#F4}

Discussion
==========

Social behaviors and the genomic pathways that help coordinate them are complex, and multiple facets of social behavior and gene expression co-express across quite different social contexts. Mate preference is one subcategory of more general social behaviors, and the neurological pathways associated with female preference behaviors may draw from those associated with general sociality and female sexual behavior in addition to mate discrimination. In the current experiment, we sampled behaviors and genes representing general female social affiliation, mate preference, and reproduction (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Our goal was to characterize mate preference gene and behavior relationships both in relevance to differing social environments (i.e., specific social context) as well as in relationship to other molecular pathways involved in female social behaviors. We found that examining both behavior and gene expression within a multidimensional context provided greater power to characterize differences between social contexts than more traditional approaches that apply multidimensional approaches only to gene expression (cf. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} with Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). With this approach, we identified distinct behavioral and gene expression patterns under mate choice contexts (LL, LS) from those associated with no choice (SS) or a general social affiliation context (FF; Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, suites of genes associated with mate preference clustered independently from those associated with general social affiliation (*vasotocin*, *isotocin*) across these different social contexts.

Differential social exposure elicits distinct behavior patterns
---------------------------------------------------------------

Female swordtails demonstrated strong behavioral differences across social exposure groups, whether between general social conditions (females only) vs. mate choice conditions or between mate choice groupings of varying complexity (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The existence of discrete male phenotypes in *X. nigrensis* allowed us to vary the composition of the stimulus males, thereby creating three separate mate choice contexts. For example, females presented with the large male--small male pair (LS), were exposed to a simple or salient choice environment with one male potentially displaying multiple visual cues (e.g., large size, courtship behavior, ornamentation) and the other male lacking those features. In contrast, the two large male pairing was presumably more complex as females could discriminate between two stimuli similarly matched in female-preferred traits, while the pairing of two small males (two coercive stimuli) represented a minimal choice environment where the suite of female-preferred traits was absent in both males.

On a behavioral level, multivariate group differences were primarily driven by the presence or absence of a large male (i.e., choice vs. no choice; Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) with the primary Behavior 1 axis driven by the higher expression of preference behaviors in large male social contexts. These preference measures (whether measured as a time or activity bias) formed a cluster distinct from non-specific time or activity measures, suggesting that mate preference and general social affiliation measures are substantially different behavioral suites in this species. Behavior 2 discriminated between the coercive small male pairing vs. all other social contexts containing more favorable social stimuli, and was driven by the overall sociality and movement measures. Females tended to spend less overall time associating with stimuli when small males were present, and were more active (more transits and glide swims). Interestingly, despite having the major axis driven by the expression of preference behaviors, multidimensional classification was most successful in the non-mate choice categories (SS 86%, FF 78%), and less predictive in the mate choice contexts (LS 62.5%, LL 50%).

Differential social exposure elicits distinct gene expression patterns
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Multivariate differences in gene expression patterns were also driven by differential compositions of social exposure groups (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), although inherent pre-existing individual variation in expression patterns may also contribute to these differences. Whereas the Behavior 1 axis split apart groups roughly based on presence or absence of a large male in the pairing (and did not discriminate between LL and LS), the Gene 1 axis was more precise in discriminating amongst social environments and included differentiation reflecting scaling levels of the mate choice environment (e.g., significant distinctions between LL vs. LS vs. SS). Furthermore, the gene MDA showed a marked improvement relative to the behavior MDA in classifying females exposed to the most salient mate choice context (LS) with a near-perfect classification rate (87.5%).

The gene MDA was extremely effective at discriminating amongst social exposure groups, however this discrimination was not driven by differential expression of any one particular gene on the major axes (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B; Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Most striking, instead, was the directionality of the gene vectors in multivariate space. The mate preference- and reproduction-associated genes formed two clusters bisected by the Gene 1 axis. Both clusters loaded heavily toward non-mate choice environments (one toward conspecific females, and the other toward small male pairs) and so were down-regulated in the presence of favored large males, a pattern consistent with many of the genes in mate choice conditions from our earlier microarray results (Cummings et al., [@B11]). Gene by behavior relationships are complex, however, and can vary based on context and the level of analysis. For example, while we consistently find this male- vs. female-exposure pattern when looking *between* social groups, analyses of some of these "preference-associated genes" (e.g., *neuroserpin*, *neuroligin-3*) *within* male-exposed groups have instead shown positive correlations with preference behavior (e.g., Cummings et al., [@B11]; Lynch et al., [@B31]).

One striking feature of some of these preference-associated genes identified in our initial swordtail microarray experiment (e.g., *neuroserpin*, *neuroligin-3*, *NMDAR*, *stathmin-2*), as well as *tPA*, a gene functionally linked with both *neuroserpin* and *NMDAR* (Yepes and Lawrence, [@B66]; Samson and Medcalf, [@B54]), is their association with neural plasticity and learning in other taxa (Clayton, [@B9]; Reidel et al., [@B47]; Miranda and Lomas, [@B38]; Sudhof, [@B56]; Biswas et al., [@B7]; Borges et al., [@B8]). These genes share functional similarities as they are associated with synaptic plasticity and have been linked to social behavior, exploration, learning, and memory (Madani et al., [@B32]; Pawlak et al., [@B44]; Reidel et al., [@B47]; Tabuchi et al., [@B57]; Martel et al., [@B34]; Biswas et al., [@B7]). As such, these genes may represent components of an assessment/learning module that may help integrate incoming social/environmental information with an appropriate behavioral response. Social learning and decision-making have been implicated in mate choice behavior (Witte and Noltemeier, [@B63]; Ophir and Galef, [@B42]; White, [@B61]), and the association between mate preference context and synaptic plasticity-associated genes is particularly intriguing in light of evidence that female preference behaviors are age-dependent in *X. nigrensis* (Wong et al., [@B65]).

Whereas the primary axis in the gene MDA was dominated by preference-associated genes and characterized differences across mate choice contexts, the secondary axis was dominated by social affiliation-associated gene expression and maximized the variance along a social affiliation continuum (favorable to non-favorable contexts). Similar to the secondary behavior axis pattern, Gene 2 differentiated females exposed to the small male pairing from groups containing favorable stimuli (large males or conspecific females), and may capture aspects of an expression-level social affiliation -- aversion axis. Supporting this hypothesis, genes associated with sociality and affiliative behavior loaded more prominently onto the Gene 2 axis (*vasotocin*, *isotocin*, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B).

Sociality is a critical component of female preference behavior, and the neurogenetics of social affiliation has been a particularly exciting area of research in recent years (Goodson and Bass, [@B26]; Donaldson and Young, [@B14]; Kelly et al., [@B30]). The neuropeptides vasopressin and oxytocin have been well-studied in mediating pair bonding in voles (Young and Wang, [@B67]), and the fish homologs vasotocin and isotocin have been implicated in social approach and reproductive behavior in fish (Goodson and Bass, [@B25]; Thompson and Walton, [@B58]). Social behavior and affiliation are also linked with reward circuitry (Young and Wang, [@B67]) and have a strong neuroendocrine component (Adkins-Regan, [@B1]). Therefore we categorized *vasotocin*, *isotocin*, *tyrosine hydroxylase* (*TH;* a rate-limiting enzyme in catecholamine synthesis often used as a marker for dopamine synthesis; Masserano and Weiner, [@B35]), and the highly expressed teleost-specific brain isoform of aromatase \[the enzyme that converts testosterone to estradiol (brain aromatase (cyp19a1b); Pasmanik and Callad, [@B43])\] as being associated with the social/affiliation components of mate choice behavior (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

In the current experiment, *TH* and *brain aromatase* (also categorized under the female receptivity/reproduction subunit of social behavior) fell into the preference and reproduction cluster associated with SS-exposure. Meanwhile, *vasotocin* and *isotocin* loaded almost exclusively along the Gene 2 axis, and oriented toward the group containing favorable sexual (large males) stimuli. Furthermore, *isotocin* and *vasotocin* and the SS gene cluster orient along a continuum between attractive (LL) and unattractive (SS) males. The clear distinction in multidirectional space of these two "social affiliation" genes from the mate preference/plasticity gene suites suggests that general social affiliation pathways may differ from those modulating a more specific form of social behavior--mate preference.

This differential expression of *isotocin* and *vasotocin* vs. the bulk of the preference-associated gene clusters is intriguing. Both are known to modulate social behaviors, and in particular alterations in *vasotocin* mRNA abundance and localization have been associated with the rapid behavioral responses associated with changes in social status (e.g., dominant/subordinate transitions in cichlids; Greenwood et al., [@B27]; Renn et al., [@B48]), or socially induced sex-change in some fish species (for review see Godwin, [@B24]). However, to our knowledge, neither *vasotocin* nor *isotocin* transcriptional abundance has been directly implicated in a cascade modulating social behavior on this sort of time scale (30 min). Future studies should directly test dynamic transcriptional regulation of these two peptides in female preference behavior.

In contrast to the mate preference- and affiliation-associated genes, there was an absence of spatial patterning for genes categorized under the receptivity/reproduction aspect of social behavior. We looked at four genes representing aspects of neurological pathways underlying female receptivity (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Best-studied in rodents, the catecholaminergic system is critical for female sexual behavior in several vertebrate taxa (Everitt et al., [@B18]; Meston et al., [@B37]; Etgen et al., [@B17], [@B16]; Becker et al., [@B5]; Riters et al., [@B49]), and *β-1 adrenergic receptor* was previously identified with male exposure and female receptivity displays in *X. nigrensis* (Cummings et al., [@B11]). Therefore, we utilized *TH* and representatives from the two main adrenergic receptor groups, *β-1 adrenergic receptor* and *α-1 adrenergic receptor*, as representatives of genes involved in female sexual behavior. We also cross-categorized *brain aromatase*. Female reproductive behavior and neurophysiology is closely linked with steroid hormones, particularly estrogen (for a review see Flanagan-Cato, [@B20]), and in fish the brain isoform of aromatase is associated with sexual behaviors and arousal (Forlano et al., [@B22]; Forlano and Bass, [@B21]).

We found no distinct multidimensional clustering for genes associated with female sexual behaviors, presumably due to considerable overlap between sociality, mate preference and female reproduction. There are extensive neuroendocrine contributions to sensory modulation and synaptic plasticity (Etgen et al., [@B17]; Forlano et al., [@B22]; Hojo et al., [@B28]; Srivastava et al., [@B55]; Maney and Pinaud, [@B33]), and many genes associated with sociality/affiliation, preference, and sexual behaviors are steroid-sensitive (Witt, [@B62]; Adkins-Regan, [@B2]; Gimpl and Gahreholz, [@B23]; Riters et al., [@B49]). *β-1 adrenergic receptor* expression (and to a lesser extent *TH*) was closely associated with *brain aromatase* and the neural plasticity-associated *neurosperpin* along the Gene 2 axis while *α-1 adrenergic receptor* expression was not associated with *brain aromatase* and instead clustered along with other preference/synaptic plasticity-associated genes oriented away from the LS group along Gene 1. In the absence of sexual contact, female reproduction-associated gene expression may reflect a more diffuse, motivation toward sociality that helps to modulate context-specific expression of appropriate genes and behaviors.

Multivariate correlations between behavior and gene expression
--------------------------------------------------------------

While "mate preference" is a subset of "social affiliation," it appears to evoke a more salient behavioral and genetic response in *X. nigrensis* females than more general social affiliation. The dominant axes for both the behavioral and gene MDA analyses captured the variance associated with preference or choice vs. no choice social contexts (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and in this study the most prominent differences in gene expression were found between a high mate choice context (LS) and non-mate choice context (FF). This result is consistent with our previous microarray study that found significant genomic (\>0300 genes) differences that were greatest between LS and FF social contexts across an LS, FF, SS, and asocial comparison (Cummings et al., [@B11]). Previous research has also revealed significant correlations between the expression patterns of several candidate preference-associated genes and individual variation in mate preference behaviors *within* male-exposed groups (Cummings et al., [@B11]; Lynch et al., [@B31]). In the current study, we explored the relationship between genes and behavior *between* social contexts and found correlations between multivariate patterns of social behaviors and gene expression that were identifiable only when evaluated by social context.

While individual behaviors showed some insight into the patterns of gene expression (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), greater statistical power was found by examining the relationship between the multidimensional axes of behavior and gene expression (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Multivariate behavior and gene expression scores clustered by social context (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and reflect exposure to the four different social groups. The primary MDA axes, Behavior 1 and Gene 1, were positively correlated and dominated by preference behaviors toward attractive males coupled with lower expression of mate preference-associated gene suites in the presence of attractive males (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern is consistent with our earlier microarray results (Cummings et al., [@B11]), and may capture aspects of a release from inhibition in the presence of an attractive male. The secondary behavior and gene axes were also positively correlated, and were dominated by presence or absence of an aversive stimulus. The Behavior 2 and Gene 2 axes captured overall sociality measures (time or activity) that were consistent with an expression-level signature of affiliative and sociosexual-associated gene suites. In the absence of small males, females were more willing to spend time associating with social stimuli, and this tendency was reflected on a gene level with higher *isotocin* and *vasotocin*. On the aversive end of the axes (SS), females were more active, with higher *brain aromatase*, *β-1 adrenergic receptor*, and *neuroserpin*. The context-specific relationship between active behavior measures and *neuroserpin* expression is particularly interesting given its known association with exploratory behavior and neophobia in mice (Madani et al., [@B32]). Future studies comparing suites of candidate female social/sexual genes with randomly selected genes may provide further verification of these context-specific correlations, including the distinction between mate preference- and social affiliation-dominated axes.

Conclusion
==========

Female behaviors were context-specific across a variety of social conditions that included both gradations of male stimulus pairs (male exposure groups of differing complexities) as well as female conspecific exposure. Multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) of 8 behaviors and 11 genes representing three spheres of female social behavior (mate preference, social/affiliative, and sexual behavior) parsed most of the between-group variation into primary axes linked to preference and social discrimination including discrimination based on mate choice complexity. Further, we found greater distinctions between social context at the molecular (genetic expression) level than at the behavioral level, suggesting that multivariate behavioral genomics approaches may be able to identify subtle differences in brain responses based on context that are not detectable at a behavioral level. Our prediction that mate preference would represent a distinct subset of a gene--behavior complex from that of general affiliative interactions was met as the mate preference axes were distinct from secondary axes that captured more general social and reproduction-associated gene--behavior suites. The distinction between mate preference and synaptic plasticity-associated genes from general affiliative measures suggests that precopulatory mate discrimination may be mediated by gene modules distinct from general social affiliation. Further, multivariate behavior and gene measure were significantly correlated only when differential social exposure was considered as an explicit factor, suggesting that gene--behavior suites covary in a socially relevant context.
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###### 

**Cloning primers and accession numbers**.

  Gene                                          Accession number   Cloning primer sequences                      Temp
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------- ------
  *NMDA receptor* (*NMDA-R; grin1b*)            JF812156           For: 5′-CAGGCCCACGTGTGGTTYGAYHT-3′            59
                                                                   Rev: 5′-TTGCTGTCCTGCAGGTTCTTNCKCCANA-3′       
  *α-1 Adrenergic receptor* (*ADRA1B*)          HM107110           For: 5′-CCTGTCCGTGGTGTGCAAYMGNCAYYT-3′        61
                                                                   Rev: 5′-GGATCCGGATGAAGGCCWRYTTRAAYTC-3′       
  *Tyrosine hydroxylase* (*TH*)                 HM107109           For: 5′-GGCAGTCCCTGATCGAGGAYGCNMGNAA-3′       61
                                                                   Rev: 5′-TGGATCTTCAGGGGGTTGTCNARNACYTC-3′      
  *Stathmin-2* (*stmn2/SCG10*)                  JF927307           For: 5′-CCGCCATGGCCTACAARGARAARATGA-3′        57
                                                                   Rev: 5′-CAGCTCCACCTGCAGCTCYTTRTTNCKNC-3′      
  *Tissue Plasminogen Pctivator* (*PA; PLAT*)   HM107108           For (1): 5′-CGGCGCGGAGTGCHTNAAYTGGAA-3′       60
                                                                   Rev (1): 5′-GCCGGAGATCTCGCACTCNGTCCARTC-3′    
                                                                   For (2): 5′-CATGCAGCTGACCTGGGARYWNTGYG-3′     
                                                                   Rev (2): 5′-CTTCAGCAGGGCGATGTCRTTRTYRWA-3′    
  *Brain Aromatase* (*Cyp191b*)                 JF927308           For (1): 5′-CAAGAAGGGCCTGCAGTGYATHGGNATG-3′   60
                                                                   Rev (1): 5′-TCAGGGTGCAGCCGTGNYKNGGRCA-3′      
                                                                   For (2): 5′-GACCGACCCCTCCGGNCAYGTNGAYG-3′     
                                                                   Rev (2): 5′-TGGGCTTCGGGAAGAACTCNSWYTTRTG-3′   
  *Isotocin* (*IT*)                             JF927309           For: 5′-CGCCTGCTACATCTCCAACTGYCCNATHGG-3′     63
                                                                   Rev: 5′-CCCTCGGCGTCGCARCANANNCC-3′            
  *Vasotocin* (*AVT*)                           JF927310           For: 5′-TGTCCGTGTGCACCGCNTGYTAYAT-3′          63
                                                                   Rev: 5′-CATGGTGCAGCCCTCGVHRTCRCARCA-3′        

*Parameters and accession numbers for *neuroserpin*, *neuroligin-3*, and *β-1 adrenergic receptor* have been previously reported in Cummings et al. ([@B11]). Two genes (*tPA* and *brain aromatase*) required a nested PCR cloning strategy. The outer primer pair is designated (1) and inner pair (2)*.

*Reaction parameters: 1 denaturing cycle (94°C for 2 min) followed by 30 amplification cycles (94°C denaturing for 30 s, annealing for 1:30 min (see Table for temp), 72°C elongation for 30 s to 2 min (depending on amplicon length), and a final 10 min elongation cycle (72°C))*.

###### 

**Real-time qPCR primers and reaction parameters**.

  Gene                                          Length   Real-time qPCR primer sequence
  --------------------------------------------- -------- --------------------------------------
  *NMDA receptor* (*NMDA-R; grin1b*)            97       For: 5′-GAAGGAGAACATCACAGAACCACC-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-TTTGGACGACATCAGCACTCGC-3′
  *α-1 Adrenergic receptor* (*ADRA1B*)          102      For: 5′-TGGTCGGAATGTTCGTCCTATG-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-TGACTTTGAAGAGGGTCTCAGGTG-3′
  *Tyrosine hydroxylase* (*TH*)                 99       For: 5′-CGGGGACATTGCTTTCACATAC-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-AGGGTCGAATAGACTTGACGCC-3′
  *Stathmin-2* (*stmn2/SCG10*)                  122      For: 5′-GCTCGTTTGTGAGTTTGAAGACG-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-AGGGAAGGTTGTGGGCATG-3′
  *Tissue plasminogen Activator* (*PA; PLAT*)   121      For: 5′-TGGAGTTTTGCCGTTGCG-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-AGGTTCCCCCGTTGTAGCAC-3′
  *Brain aromatase* (*Cyp191b*)                 112      For: 5′-GACAAACATAAAAAAGCAGCCCAAG-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-CAAAGTCAAGGTCGTCATCCAGC-3′
  *Isotocin* (*IT*)                             122      For: 5′-CCTCTCCGAAAGTGTATGTCTTGTG-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-TCCACGCAGTGTGCCGAC-3′
  *Vasotocin* (*AVT*)                           147      For: 5′-AGGGGGGCGTCAGACAGTGC-3′
                                                         Rev: 5′-GGGTCAGCAGGTAGTTCTCCTCC-3′

*Real-time PCR parameters (all genes): 2 min at 50°C, 10 min denaturing at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles at 15 s 95°C, 30 s 60°C, and 30 s 72°C. Real-time PCR amplicon lengths, primers for *neuroserpin*, *neuroligin-3*, *β-1 adrenergic receptor* were as reported in Cummings et al. ([@B11])*.

###### 

**Pre-testing circulating E2 levels**.

  LS[\*](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   LL           SS           FF           HT
  ------------------------------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------
  1258.33907                           −679.18504   143.19374    1431.50051   −734.57355
  −583.19456                           −656.19174   1680.14869   −875.30647   −1217.38195
  −74.18812                            −658.11288   −586.754     −254.9537    −1702.53844
  41.20784                             425.72545    1119.42399   −70.66638    1092.65057
  1016.26984                           1387.68219   196.85967    2402.33555   43.14673
  137.91604                            21.97386     842.42075    1776.11883   
  5528.47738                                        2877.66988   152.9271     
                                                                 1096.60003   
                                                                 −61.58693    

*\*Sample for one of the LS females was lost during handling, and therefore only 7 LS females are included in the E2 correlations*.
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